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University to alter
registration system
By Marls McCrabb
The University is hoping to change the
registration procedure by the fall of 1971.
"We have committed ourselves to
computer-assisted registration," said
Roy Clark, director of registration.
Committees consisting of students,
faculty and administrators have
researched the existing systems of
registration and the possibilities of
changing BGSU's procedure, Clark said.
"We have talked extensively with
IBM and Systems in Computer
Technology, both of which have had
experience in college registration."
Clark added."We expect a decision

within the month as to which one we will
be working with."
The new system would require the
student to fill out request forms
designating both the course and the
section number. Each student would also
name an alternate to the course
requested.
"We first would attempt to provide
the student with the section that he
requested, and if that would not be
possible, we would simply try to get him
the course." Clark explained, "If all else
fails, we would try to schedule the
alternate that the student requested."
Students would also be asked to block
out their free time on the request form so

the computer could fill in the alternate in
a time space that the student would have
open.
"This new system is designed to get
the majority of students that have no
trouble registering out of the large
human mass s ituation," added Clark.
The system would also benefit the
faculty by providing the information
needed for next year's hiring practices.
"Departments would know ahead of
time if there was a shift of student
demands." Clark said, '"."he\ could also
match their master schedules more
closely to that which the students are
requesting."
To initiate the system students would

be required to turn the course request
forms in to the Administration Bldg,
rather than mail them In, so the
procedure can be explained and the bugs
worked out.
Once the system has been fully
worked into the existing computer set up,
students may be able to mail In the forms.
The cost projections for the system
run about the same as the present cost of
registration.
"We would depreciate the cost of the
system over a number of registrations,
because with this method, we would not
have to hire all the part-time help that is
presently needed in the Grand Ballroom
at registration time," Clark added.

Policy 'rewards' good teachers

Teaching plan revealed
By Steve Brash
Issue Editor

Buffy Sainte-Marie

N.-„ho..> b, Owe, coi,

'lef them cry
themselves
to death9
By Gale Bogle
Staff Reporter
"Let them cry themselves to death," is the government policy toward
Indians, said singer Buffy Sainte Marie in a concert and lecture at the
Student Services Building last night.
Miss Sainte Marie spoke about the past and present conditions of
Indian life on the first day of Indian Cultures Week.
"They put us on the nickel, but wait till you're in need of justice in the
courts and see how far that nickel gets you," she said.
One major problem facing Indians is government censorship of their
history. Miss Sainte Marie said. As a result Indians themselves have no
chance to learn about their culture, she added.
"Our children are learning that not only were their forefathers
traitors, but they were stupid traitors because they lost," she said.
"Apple, radish and Uncle Tomahawk" were all terms Miss Sainte
Marie applied to Indians who were "red on the outside and white on the
inside."
She said people that had sold out and left the reservations were
starting to come back. She said that in the past, "they had to choose
between selling out their tribe and watching their children die of
malnutrition."
"Oar biggest enemy is death," she said. "Indians are still dying of
measles, pneumonia, and the common cold. They are the smallest
.minority group with less than a million people. The average life expectancy Is 48."
"We need brains, we don't need sentiment," Miss Sainte Marie said.
"What we need is connections with foundations and colleges."
She added that Indians need legal services, doctors, businessmen to
deal with government contracts, electricians, people to dig wells and
clinics on every reservation.
Miss Sainte Marie said she had started scholarships for Indian
students, sponsoring those "who probably would not make it otherwise in
the white world."
"I'm putting my guys through college because they can't get
scholarships anywhere else, because they're too much Indian," she said.
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A plan has been devised by the vice
president of academic affairs to reward
effective teaclungand give it equal weight
in recommendations for promotions and
raises.
The plan, which calls for positive
evidence of effective teaching, was
released by Dr. Stanley K. Coffman, Jr.,
vice president of academic affairs, in a
letter to the Faculty Senate.
Dr. Coffman. who is also chairman of
Academic Council, said the letter was
attached to minutes of the last Academic
Council meeting so it can act as a basis
for discussion
in future Academic
Council meetings.
The proposed policy change cites the
following as "positive evidence" of effective teaching:—Results of student
evaluations <'ver the last three consecutive quarters.
— Results of systematic evaluations by
the person's colleagues, which may include reports of class visitations or an
instrument prepared by the staff of the
department.—Demonstrated interest in
improving learning in classes as shown
by experimental teaching methods for at
least a quarter.
—Recognition for teaching excellence
by a professional or honorary society or
by receipt of a teaching award.
—Organization or active participation
in workshops on improving the learning
process.
Dr. Coffman said the policy, if endorsed by Faculty Senate and Academic

Council, would clarify the vague parts of
the Faculty Charter which pertain to
teaching as part of consideration for a
promotion or raise.
Dr. Bernard Rabin, vice chairman of
Academic Council and professor of
education, said the proposal gives
tangibility to teaching as well as the
publishing and research aspects of
gaining higher academic rank,
"The reward system now revolves
around what I call publish and flourish.
These are the tangible things a department chairman looks at when considering a promotion or raise. Effective
teaching is so intangible that it has been
largely ignored," he commented.
He added that direct observation of a
faculty member's teaching methods is
very rare. He pointed out that the faculty
member concentrates on what will allow
him to get ahead, which means that
teaching suffers.
Dr. Coffman said, "It is increasingly
difficult to get a promotion of full
professor on effective teaching. It is far
easier to get one on the meritsof published
material."
He added that the new policy proposal
does not give teaching a heavier weight
over the other aspects, it just brings it up
to the same level.
Included in the proposal is a provision
to provide limited funds for experimental
teaching projects. The deans of the
three colleges would have at their
disposal money which could be given to
faculty members for new ideas.
"This is one method of encouraging a
faculty member to let it be known that he

is experimenting. A good deal of experimentation is going on right now that
we never know about," Dr. Coffman
explained.
Dr. Rabin said he expects heated
discussion on the proposal at Academic
Council and Faculty Senate.
"Some faculty may perceive it as
threatening, especially those who have
published and flourished in the past and
those who have started to work in this way
at a promotion. Also, there are some who
have anxieties already about their own
teaching," he pointed out.
Some department chairmen may also
perceive it as a threat, according to Dr.
Rabin, because they must provide the
positive evidence of effective teaching on
their staffs.

Dr. Rabin said he was mainly concerned with the younger faculty members who have just started to build their
reputations here and in their field.
"They observe what pays off In both
money and promotions and act accordingly. With the new policy, they will
get help because of direct efforts to help
them become effective in the classroom.
The change in the reward system will
make the teacher feels that good
teaching is a real part of his job," he
commenteu.
Dr. Coffman said he does not expect
the Academic Council to discuss this topic
at its meeting tommorrow. He, like Dr.
Rabin, expects lengthy discussion about
the policy in the first meeting after
Thanksgiving.

!— Today.

Indian Week
Today's Indian Week activities include:
12..to p.in.-A lecture by Vine DeLoria, Jr., author of "Custcr Died for
Your Sins," Main Auditorium.
3 p.m. - A discussion by Richard Zephier, an American Indian employed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, on Indian reservations and
education. Commuter Center, Moseley Hall. He will speak on the same
topic at 6:30 p.m. in Darrow Hall, 8 p.m. in Commons Dining Hall, and at
9:30 p.m. in McDonald West.
6:30 p.m.- BG Indian Students Alan Alexander and Bob Zephier will
discuss Indian problems from their points of view. Chapman Hall. Tliey
will hold another discussion at 9:30 p.m in Founders.

Everyone at Marshall
lost a personal friend
By Jim Smith
Editor
HUNTINGTON, W. Va. -like most
students at Marshall University, Wayne
Faulkner had visions of celebrating the
end of a week in one of Huntington's
watering holes Saturday night.
In fact, he was in one of the pubs
around 8 p.m., preparing to unwind from
the tensions and pressures that accumulate from the gamut of attending
classes and running Marshall's student
newspaper, the Parthenon.
Suddenly a bulletin came over
television screens all over Huntington.
The plane returning Marshall's football
team from a trip to East Carolina
crashed at Tri-State Airport. State
Police said there were no survivors.
"I wanted to scream and cry,"
Faulkner told the News yesterday. "It
was all Just unbelievable."
With the news, everybody stumbled
back to their dorms and fraternity houses
to await more definite word from their
televisions, Faulkner said. Most stayed
up all night watching..waiting, hoping.
It was all in vain.
"There wasn't a person on campus
who didn't lose a personal friend on that
plane," Faulkner related. "The football

players were leaders on
campus.
Everybody looked up to them. And the
roaches..they were really well-liked."
The crash hit everybody in the West
Virginian City hard..real hard. But some
of the individual cases seemed more
tragic as the disaster itself if that is
possible.
One former player had survived
dangerous brain surgery only last year.
He had made Saturday's trip as a team
manager, hoping to get a chance to play
again next year. He had been married
one week.
Another player a sophomore kicking

"The two met by chance in the administration building," Faulkner said,
"They threw their arms around each
other and cried."
That seemed to be the general
emotion around the university.
Late Saturday night, about 400
students milled around, softly singing
"Kumbaya" in a spontaneous memorial
service.
Another service was held Sunday
night...this one attended by more than
7,000. Among the mourners were the
President, Student Body President, and
football captain from East Carolina, the

Additional stories, pages 3 and 6.
specialist had a wedding scheduled next
week.
Eight mothers and fathers were
killed in the crash. Two of them were
parents of a cheerleader. She wasn't on
the flight.
One Marshall fraternity lost five
members in the wake of the tragedy.
Two coaches were out scouting
future opponents Saturday when the
team went to Greenville. Each thought
the other was on the plane.

team that had beaten Marshall the day
before. They presented the game ball to
one of the co-captains who hadn't made
the trip due to an injury.
Faulkner reported yesterday that the
campus was still "like a morgue."
"A girl in one of the dorms said "I
just wanna get out of this morgue,' and
she left," he said. "Many have, and
some said they weren't coming back until
after Thanksgiving."
The University cancelled all classes

yesterday and today, Faulkner sa..i ': vu
added that rumors were circulatitw that
classes would be cancelled until BI rJw
upcoming holiday break.
He indicated that the climate was
somewhat less than conducive to study.
"Everybody just walks around
campus slowly," Faulkner said,
"Nobody looks at anybody else. Their
heads are down, Their eyes are red.
They just stare. The whole student body
is still in shock. "It's really hard to
realize its tone."
Already, plans have been made for
tributes to the victims.
"The Journalism Dept. is formulating a memorial scholarship fund in
memory of Jeff Nathan, The Parthenon's
sports editor, who was aboard the illfated craft.
The acting President of the
University has announced plans for a
scholarship fund in tribute of those who
died.
Plans are being formulated by the
Art Dept. to build a memorial to the
victims on campus.
"This couldn't possibly be forgotten," Faulkner said, "not until all four
classes now in school have graduated."
Likely as not, it will take much,
much longer than that.
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Ytar Of The Mini-Car?

all for Vietnam

marshall's tragedy
The closer a tragedy hits home, the more Impact It has.
This was In evidence during the weekend as the tragic
details of the plane crash that wiped out most of Marshall
University's football team began to trickle in from Huntlngton, W. Va.
The university's grid program was in the rebuilding
stage after a series of losing campaigns, which were
darkened by recruiting "irregularities" within the athletic
department that caused the school to be suspended from
the MAC.
The Thundering Herd had put on a pretty good performance at Bowling Green only two weeks ago, giving the
Falcons a tough go-around before losing 26-24 on a lastminute field goal.
The future looked so much more
pleasant than the past.
And then this...
It will take a while, but the football program at Marshall can be rebuilt again. The gap left in campus life by
the 75 deaths cannot be erased, however.
To the students of Marshall, the townspeople of Hun
tington, and the friends and relatives of those involved go
our sincere condolences.
We share your grief.

By Robert J. Harper
Guest Columnist

student court
Surprising as It may be to some students, there is a
student court here with the potential power to judge and
discipline students accused of breaking University rules.
But as Chief Justice Frank Plttman said, the potential
of the court to play an expanded and more meaningful role
In the University is held largely In check by existing
procedures.
Specifically, when a student is charged with breaking
an aspect of the Student Code, he Is automatically sent to
the Dean of Students office.
There, he has the choice of either accepting the decision
of the dean or taking his case to the Student Court.
We believe that cases should, Instead, be referred
Immediately to the agenda of Student Court, unless a
student requests his case be settled by the dean.
In order for the student court to be an effective judicial
body, only those cases which are exceptional should be
referred to the dean's office. As the system exists today,
only an exceptional few cases make it past the Dean of
Student's to student court.
If the hierarchy of the system speaks for the confidence
some have in peer-judgement, then that confidence sorely
needs to be boosted.
There Is no overpowering reason why a student court
should not be viewed as the best means for judicial
dealings on a University campus. The biggest handicap
that could be encountered by the court Is a restrictive
' system that doubts Its effectiveness and hands down only
those cases which the dean's office doesn't settle, for one
reason or another.
Our student court has both handicaps.
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'WE HAVE AN AGREEMENT...!'

In the coming year here at the
university we will once again turn our
attention to the problem of ending ■»
war In Vietnam. Many have follow
along the traditional liberal lines
thought and attempted to work in f-e
political elections this fall In order '.<pressure President Nixon, by "working
through the system," into withdrawing
American troops from the conflict in
Vietnam.
In order to gain a wide base of support
these students of a liberal persuasion
went out into the society and explained
the war to the blind majority, as "a civil
war, really none of our business," a
"mistake," and the "cause of
polarization in our society." A few of us
rejected this liberal rhetoric and attempted to use a radical educational
approach.
We no longer drift along with the
liberal current leading to pacification
and strangulation by the tentacles of the
very political structure which fights that
war in Indochina. We will proceed to
educate the people of America into
realizing that the Vietnam conflict is no
more a civil war than the American
Revolution was, no more a mistake than
the bombing of Hiroshima during W.W. II
and no more polarizing than the general
suppression of individualism now oc-

news Lerrers
an ameian near death
Put away the guns and open your
heart before it's too late. An America is
near death-South America.
Forty million people need housing,
forty-three per cent of the people have no
access to sewage of any kind, 2 per cent

of the people get an education, and SO per
cent are illiterate. These facts are from
the l'.S. Consulate Office, in Sao Paulo,
Brazil.
I've seen people living in cities the
size of Bowling Green in shacks that you

sex information center

THe BG news

part 1

In the Nov. 12 issue of the BG News
there was an article about the Sex Information Center set up by AWS. I would
however, like to see some credit given to
those women who have shown the most
concern about the problems of women on
campus today. The Women's Liberation
group.
They proposed the bill, collected in-

rour

formation over the summer, waited
during the delays, and now are doing a
great deal of the work in the center. AWS
has worked with them, but the center
would not be open now if it had not been
for the efforts of these women.
Joy Techenbrock
71 E. Ferry Ave.
Detroit, Mich.

can't believe people are living in. They
work all day for 44 cents (a hamburger,
in the Union, students). They don't know
the United States exists or what communism is, or that man has been on the
moon.
To be communist can't be any worse
than what these people have now.
All they want is food, a place to sleep
and if possible, for one out of their five to
children to see the age of four.
These people don't care, or even
know, what government is.
Some
countries have had as many as 179
changes of government in 126 years.
They need people, who will help, not
government. So U.S. if you really want to
"help people" put away those guns, stop
that war and help someone.
Paul Merker
Sao Paulo, Brazil S.A.

man hoppe-

diplomats finest hour
By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist

In a bold and daring blow aimed at
forcing Russia to her knees, the State
Department ordered its Ambassador to

Moscow not to go to the Soviet Unions
53rd birthday party a week ago.
The effectiveness of this new GetTough-with-the-Commies tactic was
immediately apparent. You can imagine
how crused Comrades Brezhen and
Koaygin were by the snub:
"Well, there goes the last guest,
Alexei, and a fine birthday party it was.
But I didn't see our good friend, the
American Ambassador."
"Good Lenin, Leonid, you're right!
And I counted two fewer Vice Consuls
and four fewer typists from the
American Embassy than last year. I
smell a shrimp in the cabbage patch."
"Oh, those Irresponsible revanchists!
They have. . they have snubbed us!
Marx only knows where those hotheads
will strike next."
"The fiends have us where they want
us, Leonid. In our humiliation we have
no choice but to accept defeat and release
those two American Generals. But by
Das Kapital and all else that Is holy, I say
we shall be avenged!"
And avenged the Russians were. The
following March, Trlsh Nixon announced
her engagement and invited the Russian
Ambassador to her Kitchen shower.
With ill-disguised glee, the Russians
sent Instead a lowly file clerk bearing a
29-cent rubber spatula of markedly Inferior quality.
There was some talk in the White
House of declaring World War, . n, but
cooler heads prevailed. In the end, a
humbled America abandoned its MIRV
program and renounced all claims to the
strategic Shashllk Islands.
But there waa no stopping the

escalation. A tourist, Mr. Elmer Grod of
Duluth, Iowa, on dropping Into the U.S.
Embassy In Moscow the following week
for a smallpox Inoculation, was handed
two tickets to the Soviet reviewing stand
for the May Day Parade.
His Instructions: nod, but don't smile.
The infuriated Russians grudgingly
freed The Captive Nations, threw their
SS-9 missiles Into the sea and yielded up
their most prized borscht recipe to Julia
Child.
As July 4 approached, an uneasy
Washington waited for the Soviets to
strike beck. They did. Not a single
Russian official attended the celebration.
Worse, the President received an
anonymous, sick birthday card which
said in Russian: "Yanh, yanh, I'll be
glad when you're dead, you rascal you!"
The end came when the President not
only refused to attend the opening of the
Bolshoi Ballet In New York but said
publicly he felt that "any guy who wears
pink tights Is probably a sissy."
It was too much. Goaded beyond
endurance, the Soviet Union unconditionally surrendered.
The Cold
War was over, the threat of nuclear
annihilation extinguished.
Mankind
lived happily ever after.
To commemorate the event, a statue
was erected in Moscow's Dick k Pat
Nixon (formerly Red) Square. The Irtscription said simply: "Dedicated to The
VS. State Derjartrnent - the greatest
force for peace the world has ever
known."
The statue itself consisted solely of a
gilded, 30 foot-long, aristocratic nose
pointing Immovably to the skies above.

curing In America.
ALL FOR VIETNAM
Franklin Delano Roosevelt was
quoted In 1943 as saying, "France has
'■ad the country-30 mil inhabitants-tor
•ly 100 years, and the people are
jrse off than they were at the begln.ng". It was for over one hundred years
' tat France exploited Vietnam and was
,:.ile to turn out'a neat profit from their
Imperialist adventure in S. E. Asia.
Chalng Kai-shik summed it up by saying,
"For every dollar they have put In, they
have taken out ten". Was it any wonder
that the patriots of Vietnam could no
more sit back and see their country
exploited and their fellow citizens denied
their human rights than American
patriots could sit back and watch
atrocities of human rights occur in the
United States? It was only natural that a
revolutionary army be organized to
throw off the yoke of oppression by
French Imperial forces.
The Vietnam equivalent of the Continental Army is called the National
Liberation Front and their George
Washington was called Ho Chi-Minh. For
many years the NLF have fought to
reunite their country, after the French
divided Vietnam into three political
entities, and gained their independence.
When France finally realized that
there was no way that she could win such
a war, unassisted, she requested support
from the United States. Playing upon
Americas traditional fear of communism, dating back to the Palmer raids
of the twenties, the French informed the
American government, and more important the military, that unless aid was
sent Indochina would surely fall to the
communists.
Convinced that the Vietnam war of
independence was part of a communist
plot the United States government
quickly moved to take over 80 per cent of
the cost of the war. Finally American
politicians and generals could not stand
for the humiliating defeats, at American
expense, of the French at the hands of the
Vietnam revolutionaries.
With the way pointed by Vice
President Richard Nixon, "The United
States as a leader of the Free World
cannot afford further retreat in Asia...if
this government cannot avoid It, the
Administration must face up to the
situation and dispatch forces", the
United States invaded Vietnam.
With help and guidance of the United
States the South Vietnam government
made many radical changes in a move
for "democratization", the most outstanding example of American influence
was Presidential Ordinance No. 8, "All
persons considered dangerous to national
defense or collective security may be
sent to concentration camps by decision
of the President of the Republic." This
ordinance gives the President of South
Vietnam the same power as Title II
section 100 of the Internal Security Act of
1950 gave our president.
Within two years after the passage of
Presidential Ordinance No. 6 forty
thousand Vietnamese were in these
concentration camps, most were held on
a basis of religion, a peace ideology, or a
resentment of a government that was run
by a micro upper class that owned fortyfive per cent of all the land. A recent
article in Life magazine reported that
these "tiger pits" were still In existence
in South Vietnam and that they were
being run by an American.
In 1960 John F. Kennedy was elected
President of the United States, shortly
after his inauguration he said, "I am
frankly of the belief that no amount of
American military assistance in Indochina can conquer 'an enemy of the
people' which was the sympathy and
covert support of the people," but for
some reason the American advisors to
Kennedy supported the military personnel advocating increased U. S. involvement, and the result is all to well
known to the American public.
Escalating the war In Indo-Chlna was
not by chance or misfortune, it was for
one fundamental reason and that is that
the omnipotent power of the so called
"military Industrial complex", which is
now the military industrial state, won the
largest propaganda battle of all times in
convincing the country that, "the reds
are corning, the reds are coming".
(Continued tornmorrow)

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to
the editor and opinion columns. Letters
may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial. We ask, however,
that guest columns not be written In
direct response to any other published
editorial item.
Letters should be a maximum of 300
words, typewritten. We ask that Mtamns
be no more than four typed pages triplespaced.
The News maintains the right to edit
all submissions that exceed these limits,
with respect to the laws of libel and
proper taste.
Letters and columns should include
the author's address and phone number,
and may be mailed to the Editor, co BG
News, 108 University Hall.
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Board seeks cause
of Marshall crash

Marshall victims
include 38 players
HUNTINGTON. W. Vt.
(API -Following is a complete
list of the 75 football players,
coaches, passengers and crew
reported
by
Marshall
University to have been killed
when a chartered jetliner
crashed Saturday night at
nearby Kenova:
PLAYERS
James Adams, Mansfield,
'Ohio; Mark Andres, Cincinnati, Ohio; Mike Blake,
Hunting ton, W. Va ; Dennis
Blevins. Bluefield, W. Va.;
Willie Bluford, Greenwood,
S.C.; Larry Brown, Atlanta,
Ga.; Tom Brown, Richmond,
Va.;
Roger Childers. St. Albans.
W. Va.; Stuart Cottrell,
Eustis. Fla.; Rick Dardlnger,
Mount Vernon. Ohio; David
DeBord. Quincy. Fla.; Kevin
Gilmore, Harrison, N.J.;
Dave Griffith, Clarksville,
Va.; Arthur Harris Jr.,
Passaic, N.J.;
Bob Harris, Cincinnati,
Ohio; Bob HiU, Dallas, Tex.;
Joe Hood. Tuscaloosa, Ala.;
Tom Howard, Milton, W. Va.;
Marcelo Lajterman, Lyndhurst, N.J.; Richard Lech,
Columbus, Ohio; Barry Nash,
Man, W. Va.;
Pat Norrell. Hartsdale,
N.Y.. James Robert Patterson. Louisburg, N. C;
Scotty Reese, Waco, Tei.;
Jack Repasy, Cincinnati,
Ohio;
Larry
Sanders,
Tuscaloosa, Ala.; Al Saylor,
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio; Art
Shannon, Greensboro, N.C.;
Ted Shoebridge, Lyndhurst, N.J.; Allen Skeens,
Ravenswood, W.Va.; Jerry
Stainback, Newport News,
Va.; Donald Tackett, Paden
City, W. Va.; Bob Van Horn,
Tuscaloosa, Ala.; Roger
Vanover, Russell, Ky.; Fred
Wilson, Tuscaloosa, Ala.;
John Young, Buckhannon, W.
Va.; Tom Zborill, Richmond.
Va.

Jr., Charles Kautz, athletic
director; Frank Loria, Gene
Morehouse,
sports
information director; Gary
George, Charleston, W. Va.,
student assistant in sports
information office; Jim
"Shorty" Moss; Jim Schorer,
Rick Tolley, bead football
coach.
PASSENGERS
Dr. Ray Hagley, Huntington
physician;
Dr.
Hagley's wife; Arthur L.
Harris Sr., father of player
Art Harris Jr., Passaic, N. J.;
Dr. Brian O'Connor, Huntington, former Marshall
admissions director; Dr. H. D.
Proctor, Huntington
physician; Dr. Proctor's wife;
Dr. Glenn H. Preston, Huntington dentist; Dr. Preston's
wife;
Dr. Joseph Chambers,
Huntington physician; Dr.
Chambers' wife; Michael
Prestera, Huntington; E. 0.
Heath, Huntington; Mrs. E. 0.
Heath;
James
Jarrell,
Huntington; Mrs. James
Jarrell; Murrill Ralsten.
Huntington city councilman;
Mrs. Murrill Ralsten; Parker
Ward, Huntington;
Ken Jones, WHTN-TV
sports director, Huntington;
Jeff Nathan, Parkersburg,
sports editor of Marshall's
student newspaper; Charles
Arnold, Huntington; Mrs.
Charles Arnold; Donald
Booth, address believed to be
Huntington; Norman
Whisman, address believed to
be Huntington.
CREW

Capt. Frank Abbot, College
Park, Ga., the pilot; 1st Officer Jerry Smith, Stone
Mountain, Ga.; Charlene
Poat. College Park, Ga.,
stewardess; Patricia Vaught,
East Point, Ga., stewardess;
COACHES
Danny Deese, Atlanta, Ga.,
Deke Brackett, AI Carelli charter coordinator.

Residents to discuss ban
on non-returnable bottles
A proposed city ordinance
to prohibit the use of nonreturnable bottles in Bowling
Green will be discussed in a
public forum at 7:30 p.m.
tonight at
the
First
Presbyterian Church, 126 S.,
Church St.
The forum is sponsored by
the Environmental Commission of the City of Bowling
Green and organized by
student representative Ben
Marvin.
The proposal will first be
presented and the problems
will be explained by Marvin.
Then speakers for the
proposal will give their points
of view.

Rebecca Shultz (junior,
Ed.) and Dr. William Jackson,
director of the Environmental
Studies Center at the
University, will represent the
interests of student environmental groups
in
Bowling Green.
Following these speakers,
representatives from some of
the major soft drink bottling
companies and retail firms
will present their views.
If public concensus is
conclusive, then the Environmental Commission will
recommend the proposal to
City Council. If the forum is
inconclusive,
further
programs may be necessary,
Marvin said.

Municipal Court sots Dec. dote
for marijuana possession trial
Trial date has been set for
Dec. 15 for Dennis Ma up in
who pleaded not guilty to a
charge of possession of
marijuana in Bowling Green
Municipal Court Friday.
Maupin, first string center
on the football team, was
released on $2,000 bond after
city police found four bags of
marijuana in his car.
Police said they were
towing the car from a
restricted parking rone at the
Clough and Mercer Street
construction area near
University Courts apartments.
They obtained a search
warrant when they opened the
car to release the emergency

brake and smelted the odor of
marijuana.
Maupin was arrested when
he later came to pick up his
car. He was granted the
continuance so he could
complete the quarter.

THIS IS the 1970 Marshall University
football team, most of whose members
were victims of a plane crash Saturday
night. The DC9 jet chartered by the team

HUNTINGTON, W.VA.
(AP) - Investigators combed a
muddy hillside in near
freezing temperatures
yesterday for tiny shreds of
metal that could yeld clues to
possible instrument failure in
the Jetliner crash that carried
75 persons to a fiery death.
National Transportation
Safety Board (NTSB) experts
sifted through bits of
wreckage with shovels,
searching for what caused the
DC9 chartered jet-attempting
to land in rain and fog
Saturday night-to crash and
explode into flames just two
miles from the runway.
Investigators said the
initial check of cockpit voice
recordings and other tapes on
the flight showed no indication
of either mechanical failure or
Artoclotvd Pr«,i Wlrapholo pilot error.
This led them to suspect
went down two miles west of the Tri-State
the sensitive cockpit inAirport in Huntington, West Virginia.
struments which a pilot must
University spokesmen said 37 players
depend upon when landing in
and the coaching staff were aboard.
rainy weather at night.
Killed in the crash were 34
Marshall University football
players, three students acting
as team assistants, six
coaches, an athletic director,
and many prominent Huntington residents traveling
with the team.
In addition, there was a
returning majority-and ac- of the Nov 3. elections, a lot of crew of five aboard the
cused Republican cam- attempts to win hasty enact- southern Airways twin-engine
paigners of subjecting them to ment of pet projects- Jet.
The deaths plunged the
offensivd personal vilification, particularly from lawmakers
and "political slicksterism." who won't be around next Marshall campus of 8,500, and
its mother city of 73,000 into a
Mansfield and Scott year.
"I think it will be an un- state of grief for the worst air
agreed that congressional
leaders and President Nixon mitigated disaster, aside from disaster in American sports
should draw up a rock-bottom the necessity of getting ap- history. Classes were canlist of legislative musts for propriations bills through," celled yesterday and today.
Flags in the city, and at post
action by the lame-duck 91st the Pennsylvanian said.
Among the measures offices across the state were
Congress.
"I trust that the list will be awaiting actions are a once- flown at half-staff.
Yesterday, the NTSB inmercifully short," Mansfield vetoed measure to finance
said. But he said he couldn't housing and asserted other vestigators painstakingly
guess how long the session government projects, and a searched for remnants of key
transportation appropriation flight instruments shredded
would last.
"Indeed, the 91st may yet with the built in controversy of apart in the crash. Also under
be known as the unending a $230-million item to continue way, was the task of idenCongress," Mansfield said. the supersonic transport tifying the victims.
Investigators «aid initial
"I would hope the session aircraft project.
could be treated as a cleanup
and windup session," said
Scott.
He said that with two
more Republicans due to join
the Senate minority in the
92nd Congress, opening Jan. 4,
President Nixon would do
better to bide his time on
controversial matters involving foreign policy and
The Youth International 105 Hanna Hall and Friday
defense.
Party (Yippie) announced evening in 201 Hayes
In the days ahead this plans today to sponsor a respectively.
year Scott said he expects a lot ",Ustice-Fast" in conjunction
The fund raising concert
of oratory about the outcome with the benefit concert Saturday night features five
Saturday evening for the bands and Yippie speakers
"Kent State 25" Defense from Kent State.
A $1
donation is requested for the
Fund.
The Yippies are asking that benefit to be held from 7 p.m.
people not eat Friday and till 1 a.m. in the Men's Gym.
donate the money they save to
Those who cannot attend
the defense fund for the 25 are asked to contribute what
students
and
faculty
members
deductions could be allowed
they can to YIP, campus mail,
for birth control pills, con- indicted by the Portage box 12, University Hall.
traceptives, sterilization, County Grand Jury.
"By sponsoring this
"Justice Fast" bumper
abortion and adoption.
The group has a full-time stickers will be available in benefit, we hope to point out
office in Washington, DC. the south end of the Union that the struggle which began
which lobbies at the national Tuesday through Thursday. last spring continues," said
As part of the weekend Wally Scheerer, Yippie
level, and over 250 local
chapters which concentrate on activities, Middle Class Youth spokesman.
"We hope last year's
issues at state and local levels. (MCY) will show a film made
According to Miss Pen- by Kent students, "Con- strikers haven't become this
dleton, ZPG hopes to convince frontation at Kent." It will be year's apathetic students," he
opposing groups that limiting shown Thursday evening in said.
families is a matter of common sense and is logical with
the changing times.

Mansfield, Scoff urge Nixon
to set legislative priorities
WASHINGTON (AP)
Congress
reconvened
yesterday for a lame-duck
session strongly flavored by
the politics of 1970 and of 1972.

Senate Republican Leader
Hugh Scott said it would be an
unmitigated disaster.
Democratic leader Mike
Mansfield welcomed his

Court denies child aid
to employed parents
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Supreme
Court
upheld
unanimously yesterday
California regulations that bar
welfare aid to needy children
because their fathers work
full-time.
The court, without explanation refused to hear two
Santa Clara men who claimed
their full-time jobs did not
produce income to feed their
children adequately or clothe
them properly.
Had the fathers been
unemployed the families
would have qualified for
welfare aid. The appeal called
the California regulations
"don't work rules" as a result.
The cut-off level in
California for working parents
is 152 hours a month. A family

otherwise qualified for
welfare cannot get any if one
of the parents works more
than that number of hours.
In other actions yesterday
the court:
-Agreed to review the 1968
federal law designed to
control loan sharking.
-Turned down the state of
Pennsylvania in its effort to
reverse an order which freed a
convicted robber who was
identified by the victim
through photographs and a
one-way mirror.
-Refused a hearing, to a
New Orleans black convicted
of draft evasion, into claims
Negroes were systematically
excluded from his draft board
and its members violated the
law by living outside the area.

YIP sponsors

Kent 25 'fast'

ZPG urges voluntary limit
in controlling family size
By Ann Hofbauer
The Bowling Green chapter
of Zero Population Growth
(ZPG) discussed plans
Thursday for seminars,
literature tables, and slide
shows to better inform the
public about ZPG and its
goals.
The organization urges
families to limit themselves
voluntarily by having two
children to replace the parents
and adopting more if more are
desired, state chairman,
Helen Pendleton states.
A
ZPG
leaflet,
"Progress?" contends that
the goal of this non-profit,
largely volunteer organization
is stopping the world
population explosion. Miss
Pendleton said that the
desired end is a balance
between the birth rate and the

death rate.
Legalized abortion made
available equally to all income
brackets and vasectomy or
male sterilization are encouraged, according to the
leaflet.
"Progress?" also says that
state and federal laws should
encourage
small,
and
discourage large families
without affecting established
families, through various
income tax laws and
minimum income or family
assistance plans.
Tax

checks showed there was no
pilot diversion from a normal
landing path and showed no
mechanical malfunction.
John H. Reed. NTSB
chairman, said it was only
obvious that the pilot of the
charter flight had his craft too
low, causing the plane to clip
tree tops on a ridge just west
of Tri-State Airport's main
runway.
It was that brush with the
tops of the 70-f oot-high oak and
popular trees that sent the Jet
earthwheeling into the next
mountainside. The plane
flipped on its back and exploded in flames.
Investigators have found
no indication so far that the
pilot of the plane Capt. Frank
H. Abbott, 46, of CoUege Park,
Ga., had ever attempted a
previous jet landing at this
airport's short 5,000-foot
runway.
An NTSB spokesman said
charter pilots are not required
to pass the same route
familiarity checks that
scheduled airline pilots must
fly.
The ridge was measured at
890 feet altitude, with trees
towering another 75 feet, to
form a barrier almost 200 feet
higher than the runway. But
landing rules required the jet
to stay 400 feet above the
runway until it reached the
airport threshhold.
On the Marshal campus,
school officials continued to
offer help to relatives of crash
victims and to begin charting
a new course for Marshall
athletics.
Acting President Donald N.
Dedmon said the crash had
"wiped us out."
He named William "Red"
Dawson acting football coach
and announced the school
would again play the sport,
although he announced
cancellation of Marshall's
final game this season,
scheduled Saturday against
Ohio University.

IVOUR QUESTIONS Or>

ABORTION1

I How quickly can arrangements be
tunedf
? How promptly (an surgery be
scheduled'
J What are the qualifications of
the surgeons1
i wnere will the abortion be pe
formed1
» Will it be painful1
5 v\hat abortion procedures are
commonly used at different
stages of pregnancy1
J How much will it cost1
8 Arethereresidencyrequnements1
What is New Yorh s legal ago tor
abortion1
0 When would i need parental consent1
1 Is a professional abortion service
taboo or does it perform legiti
male services1
? How much does a referral tost1

CAN ONLY BE FULLY
ANSWERED BY

PROFESSIONALS!
First three answers: 1. tmmed
ately 2. Within 24 hours 3. Qualified gynecologists or specially
trained surgeons For more answers, speak to a nurse, social
worker or psychologist at Pro
essional Scheduling Service.

(212)490-3600
24 HOURS/365 DAYS
PROFCSSIONH
SCHEDULING SERVICE.Me
*•> Filth Avtnut. Nfw Tsrh City 1001

BIG N CAFETERIA
BIG N PLAZA - 10M S. Main

Congratulations

ROAST TURKEY DINNER
Tasty Dressing
Mashed Potatoes
Hot Vegetable — Gravy
Hot Roll and Butter
15c Beverage

Ken and Kathy

ROAST BEEF DINNER

On Your Lavalering
EACH DINNER

Mashed Potatoes
Tasty Dressing
Hot Vegetable — Gravy
Hot Roll and Butter
15c Beverage

Alpha Phi Omega Pledges

Progrctsiva Rock
WAWH 93.5 F*A

with any PIZZA order
from

DOMINO'S
352-5221

I

See ctnat oKeac.ac
W"
« P.M. TO t P.M.
MONDAY — TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY EVENINGS

Cafeteria Open Daily

t:M a.a. to l:» ■■■- — Sunday fCa.aa. to 5:M p.m.

Pogt 4/Tht BG New*, Tuesday, Novtmbtr 17, 1970

PUZZLE

6 Residue of
burning.
7 Implement.
8 Pronoun.
By Jimu Learell
9 Paid athlete.
611 (iumbo.
Ill Happen.
ACROSS
61 .Notion.
11 Means of
1 Slants.
62 Big.
access.
(I Above.
63 Numerical
12 Deceive.
10 Chances.
suffix.
13 Drove too
14 Farewell.
64 Main parl.
15 Tart.
fast.
65 Declined.
16 Brilliant
19 Watery
DOWN
successful
snow.
1 Savoir faire. 22 Kxclamatinn
stroke.
2 Inactive.
17 Cloudless.
of recoil.
IH/.inline
3 Mortgage.
24 Canvas
4 Pekoe
diagram.
shelter.
beverage.
211 Twice live.
25 Public
21 Combustible 5 Ipper
boundary.
esteem.
material.
23 Knliced.
24 Labels.

LIFE holds paper pickup
By Chrii Flowers
Staff Reporter
What do you do with half a
truck's worth of soggy
newspapers In the middle of a
snowstorm?'
That was Just one of the
problems Ben Marvin, cochairman of LIFE (Living in a
Finer Environment) and his
co-workers faced Saturday
during their community-wide

paper drive.
The collection began early
Saturday morning, but
Marvin said the problems
started Friday afternoon
when a firm cancelled their
offer of a loan of two trucks.
LIFE, however, managed
to secure trucks from Cain's
Potato Chips, the University
and Bowling Green Transfer,
Inc., and the drive was under
way.

Marvin said those were
some of the more "pleasant
problems." He said "only IS
people showed up to help and
we had been hoping for at
least 20 to 25."
He explained that it just
went to show that the majority
of apathetic Bowling Green
students would have rather
stayed In their warm beds.
"So would I, except I
couldn't," he commented.

U.S. war casualties
pass 40,000 mark
SIAGON i AP - The number
of Americans killed in action
in the Indochina war passed
the 44,000 mark last week as
mines, booby traps and minor
skirmishes continued to take
a steady toll of lives.
In Cambodia, government
forces on the northern front
braced for renewed enemy
attacks after two Cambodian
units
suffered
heavy
casualties and an allied plane
was shot down as a North
Vietnamese offensive entered
its second week.
A ranking governmental
police officer reported two of
deposed Prince Neredom
Sihanouk's children had been
arrested on charges of actions
against the state.
The U.S. Command said
yesterday that war action In
Vietnam was light and

scattered,
but that one
American was killed and one
wounded by a booby trap in
Quang Tin Province.
The latest deaths, coupled
with at least 44 reported last
week, pushed the total of
Americans killed in action in
Indochina since Jan. 1,1961, to
44,000. An additional 8,789
have died of nonhostile
causes, Including illness,
accidents,
crimes
and
suicides.
As American forces continue to withdraw, units are
steadily being pulled back
from areas where they
traditionally encountered
major enemy units. But they
still patrol large areas to
maintain the security of their
bases, and they continue to
take casualtles-often from
mines and booby traps which

Wayne State shooting
leaves I student dead
DETROIT (AP) - A student
was shot fatally yesterday on
the Wayne State University
campus in midtown Detroit.
A university spokesman
identified the victim as James
Favors, 19, of Detroit, a
student in a special program
for disadvantaged youths.
Detroit police refused to
confirm the identification
until relatives could be
notified.
The shooting occurred at
9:23 a.m. on the mall outside
the WSU General Library, the
spokesman said.
He said witnesses told
campus police II." victim was
shot by a man who escaped
with his briefcase.
There were discrepancies
as to whether one or two shots
were fired. The victim was
dead on arrival at Detroit

General Hospital.
A witness to the shooting,
I-orraine Berce, told the WSU
radio station two shots were
fired. She also reported two
men fled after the wounded
man fell.

TOf
DO •

last week were responsible for
more than half the combat
deaths.
Associated Press
correspondent John T.
Wheeler reported from
Phnom Penh yesterday that
North Vietnamese troops
battered two elements of a
20,000-man Cambodian task
force 50 miles north of the
capital.

Nixon denies expecting
Kennedy in 72 race
WASHINGTON (AP)-The
White House denied yesterday
a Time magazine report that
President Nixon has said he
expects Sen. Edward Kennedy
of Massachusetts to be the
Democratic presidential
nominee in 1972.
White
House
press
secretary Ronald L. Ziegler
said he had asked the
President outright about the
report, and had been told that
Nixon never said it.
Earlier, Kennedy was
asked about the report and he
said he would not accept the
nomination if offered.
Kennedy said Sen. Edmund

S. Muskie of Maine was "way
out in front" for the
nomination.
Kennedy did say that he
will seek the support of Senate
Democrats for re-election as
Democratic whip.
The position, in effect that
of assistant majority leader,
may be contested by Sen.
Robert Byrd (D-W. Va.) who
presently holds the number
three leadership post.
Byrd has recently been
quoted as criticizing Kennedy's conduct of the office,
implying that he-Byrd-does
most of the routine work
connected with the Job.

American Airlines
Service Center
Youth Far* Cards
Flight Info.
Mexico United States South Pacific
Thanksgiving Christmas

6-7p.-. 2-1447 Su.-7.-irs.

The conference is open to
all industrial education
teachers and persons interested in the field of industrial education.
Dr.
Thomas
Bach,
assistant professor of industrial education at Bowling
Green and director of the
conference, estimates that
about 400 people will be attending, primarily teachers
from 22 northwest Ohio
counties.

concert are priced at $2 for an
adult, $1 for students, and will
be sold at the door.
Miss Burnett received
bachelor's and master's
degrees from the Cincinnati
Conservatory, and did postgraduate work at Harvard.
She recently received a
research grant from the
University to work on a
project entitled "Styles in
Piano Music: Historic Influences on Composers," and
is presenting a series of
related concerts this year both
in this country and abroad.
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BOWLING GREEN
ENVIRONMENTAL
COMMISSION
K.I.M.
Will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
the First
Presbyterian
Church, 126 S. Church St., to
discuss a proposal to prohibit
sales of beverages in nonreturnable
containers.
Representatives of local
environmental groups and
national beverage firms will
speak.

Z.I .IK

Yesterday's cryptogram: In Hie fairs, title,

BGSU SKATE CLUB
Will meet from 8 to 10 p.m.
at the Ice Arena.

FINANCE CLUB

K.IJI/P CJII-

• ills.

two of the three bears were forebears.

fashion show at 8 p.m. in the
auditorium at the Student
Medical Center.

FOLK CLUB
Will meet at 8 p.m in the
Capitol Room, Union.

PHI ALPHA THETA

FALCONETTES

Will meet at t p.m. in the
Pink Dogwood Room, Union.

Will meet from 10 to 11 p.m.
at the Ice Arena.

THEDAMSEUES
Will hold a fall and winter

WIZARD OF ID

by Brmnt porker and Johnny hart

m»
TV BG News
1H I imrrsiis Hall
All classified ark matt be
submitted Io pc ma at Ike BG
NEWS oilier Praprr seestlllcalioa milt alia be
pretested.
Rain: 9.49 per Use per day. I
bases mkumum. average at 5
wards per liar
Deadlines: 9 p.m. Iwo days
belore date nl ptiblkaUaa.
Hi- BG News reserves Ikr
right IB edll or reject aay
rloMltlrd
advertltemeat
placed.
Prtated errors ahlcs la Ike
News' oetaloe deter from lac
valor ol lac advcruarmenl
• HI be recalled tree ol choree
U reported la penoa srithla 41
boors ol aaatscaaoa dale.
RIDES
Ride needed to NYC. area
alter 5 pin. Tuesday. Nov. 14
Peggy 373-9333.
rude needed to Rochester New
York this weak or nest Steve

CLaSSIFIED -*ei-—
3S2-03M Call nights
Will do Typing-Phone
Hat.
Part Tune Help Wonted-Call
alter 5 353-1*84
Will do typing
IJ7S.
FOR

SALE

OR

RENT

CUSTOM ENGAGEMENT
RINGS-Phlllp Morton
Comtemporary Jeweler. Ill
w Wooster.
MEN-Don't lake chances!
Now. you can get Imported
and nationally known male
contraceptives through the
pnvac) of the malls. Details
tree, no obligation. Write
POPSERVE. Bos 1203-NQ
Chapel Hill. N.C. 17314.
FOR SALE: Electric guitar
like new MUST aeU Jan 3733199
FOR

SALE

OR

RENT

FOR SALE Two e-TR Tape
Players-one for car * one
home portable. Original cost:
Ride needed roundtrip to E. llao Will sell together for
Lansing
Michigan- SIM. Call 393-4*13 after 3:30.
Thsnksglving-wul pay Nov.
34 Toes, call Helen 373-1331 FOR SALE. Gibson EB-3
Bass Guitar. 1 yr. Old, Call 3941 need ride lo Cleve. Thurs. 4013 or 352-4921 after 5.
afternoon Nov. 19th. will pay
3-9497.
Tired
of
setting
the
runaround. Have your car
Girls need ride to O.U. on Frl. tuned & repaired by someone
Nov. 30 Call Kathy 3-43(3.
who knows what It Is Ukt.
BB4R Motion Performance
LOST
FOUND Rt 190 if Rt 6. 9 mi. E of BG
317-3399 Owned and Operated
Found: Young male black by BG Alum
and tan dog wearing harness,
vicinity Stadium Plata, call FOR SALE: 1 couch. 2 chairs
Linda 393-S40S.
1 lamp Ph.
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57 Fuss.
59 Experiments

Field trips are also
scheduled,
to
Midwest
Stamping and Manufacturing
Co., and Cain Potato Chip Co.,
both in Bowling Green.

BG Scholorship Series
to feature piano concert
Frances Burnett, pianist,
will be featured In the second
concert of the 1970-71
University Scholarship Series
to beheld Saturday, Nov. 21, at
8: IS p.m. in the Recital Hall,
School of Music.
Miss Burnett will play
works by Bach, Beethoven,
Brahms and Liszt.
Now In its second year, the
Scholarship Fund Concert
Series features faculty
members of the School of
Music who are helping to raise
money for worthy music
students.
Tickets for Saturday's

4

Will meet from 3 to 5 p.m.
in 320 Student Services Bldg.

Bowling Green's department of industrial education,
in conjunction with the
Midwestern Ohio Industrial
Arts Association, will sponsor
its sixth annual Drive-In
Conference for industrial
education teachers tomorrow.
Leslie
H.
Cochran.
associate professor of industrial education at Central

They placed second among 18
teams from nine other
colleges and universities.
Gary Eckles, sophomore
(A&S), was rated seventh
among 120 other speakers
representing 60 teams at
Purdue.
In team debate
competition, Eckles and Chris
McCracken, also a University
sophomore (A&S), qualified
for the octo-finals with a 5-1
record in the preliminaries,
but lost to the University of
Iowa.

3

3

47 Sweet
dessert wine.
Small space.
Walk.
Monster.
Covered
with
frosting.
52 Critical
remark.
53 Continuing
impulse.
54 Ovule of
a plant.
56 Top of an
an apron.
48
49
50
51

Solution of Yesterday's I'unle

HW MJCrt TO SEE
THE FAT i-APYP

Building and the Industrial
Education Laboratory
Building, 248 S. Main St.

1

.Ill Weight: |>l.

ONGOING GROWTH
GROUP

Industrial Arts to sponsor
drive-in teachers' meeting
Michigan University, will
deliver the keynote address,
entitled "Innovations in Industrial Education," at an
after-dinner meeting in the
Dogwood suite, Union.
The all-day conference will
include a series of nine miniworkshops in various industrial education topics,
including new concepts in
plywood, color derivation in
graphic arts, carburation
system
and
industrial
education in the elementary
schools.
The
workshops
are
scheduled at 10:30a.m., 1 p.m.
and 2:30 p.m.
Commercial exhibits will
be on display throughout the
day In the Industrial Education
Building, the Graphic Arts

25 do minutes,
27 Conversation.

TODaY

Dr. Ben S. Stevenson of
Toledo Trust will speak at 7:30
p.ii'. in the Taft Room, Union.

University debate team
scores in tournament
A University two-man
debate team placed second In
a tournament at Ohio Northern University Nov. 8-7
while another debater ranked
seventh in speaking competition at Purdue University.
Earl Unit, freshman
(A&S) and Bill Welch, senior
(A&S) defeated the University
of Toledo in the quarter-finals
at Ohio Northern and defeated
Oberlin in the semi-finals.
They advanced to the finals
but lost to Ohio University,

Marvin said the situation of the papers than to reuse
became
"extremely them.
miserable when it started
LIFE sold the papers
snowing about the same time which were collected from the
we started picking, up the dormitories, the city and
outlying areas to Allied Inpapers."
The students dumped the sulation Distributors of Toledo
papers in the parking lot for 110 a ton.
behind Hanna and University
halls for re-loading into a
tractor-trailer rig.
But the rig left before all
the papers were brought in,
and the IS paper collectors
were stranded with a van full
01
soggy newspapers and no
place to go.
Marvin played host to the
leftover cargo, parking the
van in his drive-way until
UNIVERSITY KARATE
Monday when he hauled the
CLUB
papers to the company
himself.
Will meet from 7 to 9 p.m.
He complimented his in 105 Women's Gym.
workers for staying with the
Job through a miserable day.
COUNSELING CENTER
"They're the ones who really
care about the environment,"
The Growth Room will be
he said.
Marvin said the shole idea open from 1 to 5 p.m., 320
of the paper drive was to show Student Services Bldg.
that a used material like
SPRING QUARTER
paper can be valuable if
STUDENT TEACHERS
recycled.
He added that it usually
All student teachers who
costs printers more to dispose
requested assignments in the
Cleveland area will meet at 3
p.m. Wednesday in the Alumni
Room, Union.

26 Single time.
27 Throwing
weapon
28 Local",.
29 Belie ed.
SOReci.ving set
control.
31 encloses.
32 Mockery.
33 Liberates.
35 Harbor.
38 Hecessed
place.
39 Caution.
41 Small lb irk
42 Lasting.
45 Kettle.
46 Keyboard
winrl
instrument.

Rates apply to U.S., U.S. Poss., and Canada only.

Found:
white Cat near
Kreracher Ph: 3733175

'57 Chevy rum good needs
repair ISO 393-4094.

BUS I NE S S
PORTUNmES

Male roommate needed wtr
apotra. Wlnthrop South Jtm

Needed: CoolsUck roommate
for winter quarter. Tolerable
and not spaced. 372-0723.

Apt Needed 2 Bedrooms for J
female graduate student!
winter and srpnng quarter
Call Pam a*3-13M, after 3.

to an "ODENS FEST"' Get
high tor Wednesday rale at the
Gale.
The "Alpha Sig
Vikings"
Congrats Alpha Phi's on
overwhelming defeat of DU-C
team and the Dancing Lessons
D.U 4 pea

Married
Couple
DESPERATELY need apt or
house for winter quarter. Call
218-292-57M Collect after I
p.m.

Need one girl to share an
apartment Phone 393*9331
belore 9 p.m.

Wanted: Furnished room in
apartment or house tor male
Grid, student 2nd a 3rd
quarters. Write P.E. Otaon
IN Sujourney, Apt At.
Hartford. Conn.. 06109.

Betty. congratulations to You
k Jim on your D.U.
lavallertng II couldn't have
happened to a better Big.
Alpha Gam Love k Mine
Donna.

1 male roommate needed nest
qtr. Call 393-1911

The baby lions have got the .Judi-I'd walk a mile for my
spirit PLUS the BEST BIGS in Big i Maybe More!) I'd even
the land
sing on the seal for you! Little
Linda.
Joyce I tell ya. You're the
greatest far-out" Big a Little Thank you Alpha Gam's for a
great tune and good Football
couldhave Alpha Chi Love.
The "basic'' brunette.
game. D.U. Pledges.

Female roommate winter
and-or spring 999 mo.. 3520349.
Rooms-spring qtr. 4 man.
S Enterprise 3934141.
Apartment available Immediately 301 Thurstin Manor
Phone 352-0175
FOR

SALE

OR

RENT

Local l-rgior, Hall for rent at
City Park. Call 3944379
Apartment for two-Available
for Winter and Spring
Quarters Wintkrop TerrsceCall 352-7935
I female needed to sublet start
art. qt U. courts 391-7319.
Thurston Manor Apt. sublease
Dae. l ('all
1 male needed to sublease apl.
art-ap. qtr. Call 3S3-7ea»
Students--! men-double
rooms spring quarter.
1
stngte-1 quarters. 3134041.
Needed Male roommate for
s*^ and Hard quarter. Call
Ed. 3S1-I1I1 Betuseea 9-7.

PERSONALS

Barb: I'm so glad I'm YOUR
mistake L a L Chop.
Hath:
Welcome to ACTTVEhood' Congrats! L4L
A.B. Chop.
Hey DU- you made a good
choice Congrats to Jim and
Betty on their Uvabertng
Snooae
PERSONALS
Alpha Cam Pledges Do you
know your Ofl-Campus
Sisters?
After Thursday,
YOU
WILL!
Veterans Against the WAR!
Watch "Campus Calendar"
for details of organisational
meeting or call 394-2791.

Phi Tans are the greatest and
happiness is having "grandpa" for my Big. Love Little
Jackie.
Marg. One more trip to the
country and we'll burr-y you!
Your Roomies.

Happiness u going Active"
Congrstulations Ann on Alpha
Gam success-Mike.
Cholces?
Questions'
Feelings? Conflict" Counseling Center 320 Student
Services
Howie. Don't leave us.
need you. K Rank

We

Go Delta Upsllon: It was a
good game snd a nice
serenade'
Grand Big Barb-Lovin' every
minute of yoa!-G. Pm B.
Linda.
Debbie: Happiness IS having
you for my big' DZ Lore Lil
Pam.

alary Jo-whst a super-great PERSONALS
Big I'm really proud to be
your Hole. Alpha CM lose
Congratulations on your
Flao
—■ft—"•"' Al and Dabble.
Goad Lack "little one "
IMas-Hanraae
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Blended sounds
flavor Rush style
by Lisa Boulanger
Arts Editor

M.w.pK.lo by Carl J. i

'GENTLE AS JONI Mitchell" and
'raucous as a street-singer," Tom Rush

performed last Saturday night in the
Grand Ballroom of the Union.

Pakistan storm toll mounts
DACCA, East Pakistan population was less than half
IAP) - Officials say 300.000 that when the storm hit.
persons may have died in the However, there had been a
cyclone and tidal waves in recent influx of workers for
East Pakistan last Friday, the rice harvest.
The official death county
making it one of history's
rose to 15,943 Sunday night,
greatest disasters.
Four islands 60 miles south but fatality estimates grew
of Dacca in the Ganges River hourly from scores of reports.
delta were lashed hardest by A former assemblyman said
the 150-mile-an-hour winds local officials indicated 65,000
and 20 foot waves from the had perished in Patuakhapi
district to the west of the four
Bay cf Bengal.
Officials said so many were islands.
A utility official said
dead or missing that rescue
teams were counting sur- thousand of farmers were
vivors, not the dead. Some swept into the sea when a tidal
sources said ther appeared to wave roared over the 15-foot
be almost no survivors on at dam which had reclaimed the
land on which they were
least one of the islands.
The 1981 census listed 1.4 living.
The area is a cyclone alley,
million persons on the four
islands - Hatia, Ramagati, with storms hitting almost
Charjabbar and Bhola-but every spring and fall wd with
other sources estimated the huge tolls because of the lack

of a warning system or of
speedy transport for the
masses of farmers and
fishermen.
In June of 1965, 30.000
perished in a cyclone there,
and historians say 300,000 died
in a storm and tidal waves in
1737.
The greatest disaster
recorded in history occurred
in China's Honon Province in
1887, when a flood took 900,000
lives.
The head of the Pakistan
Red Cross appealed for help to
meet
"the
complete
devastation in the offshore
islands."
President Agha Moham
med Yahya Khan ordered
army units into the area to
restore communications and
conduct evacuation and relief
work. The United Nations, the

Judge seeks fifth juror
in Calley court martial
FT. BENNING.Ga. (AP) A military Judge said
yesterday he intends to obtain
a jury to try Lt. William L
Calley Jr., charged in the
alleged My Lai massacre, by
the end of the day.
So far, only four officers
had been found acceptable by
defense attorneys and the
prosecution.
Military law
calls for a minimum of five
members of the general courtmartial board.
The 27-year-old Calley,
from Miami, FIa„ is charged
with premeditated murder in
the death of 102 unarmed
Vietnamese civilians.
The military judge, Col.
Reid W. Kennedy, said during

a recess that he intended to
have a jury by the end of the
day.
(.'alley's trial was to have
begun today, but was delayed
because of the court-martial
board has not been picked.
Kennedy called a rare
court session Saturday in an
effort to complete the board.
Fourteen officers have
been disqualified during
nearly
three days of
questioning on the part of
defense and prosecution attorneys.
The four jurors thus far
selected are:
•-Oil. Lamar A. Welch, 56,
of West Palm Beach, Fla, a
combat veteran of World War

II and a military adviser in
Vietnam.
-Col. Clifford H. Ford, 53,
of Knoxville, Tenn., World
War II and Korean veteran.
-Lt. Col. Robert A. Duvall,
30, a native of Lockwood, Mo.
a Vietnam veteran.
-Opt. Ronald J. Salem of
Sioux Falls, S.D., a Vietnam
combat veteran and adviser.
If convicted, Calley, 27,
could face death by hanging or
life imprisonment if the jury so
decrees.
Listed as possible witnesses are 79 persons.
The Army prosecutor,
Capt. Aubrey M. Daniel III,
has said the trial may last a
month.

Jury charges Akron guard
with arson in campus bfaze
AKRON (AP) - William
Carr III, 22, an Akron
University law enforcement
student who worked as a
university security guard, has
been charged with arson in
setting one of more than a
dozen fires that have plagued
the campus since Oct. 25.
Police served Carr with a
warrant based on a secret
indictment by the Summit
County Grand Jury. He was
served Saturday in his room at
Akron City Hospital, where he
has been in the intensive care
unit since his auto crashed
into a guard rail and a bridge
abutment Nov. 5.

The crash occurred, police
said, after Carr spent four
hours being questioned by
police about the fires. They
said Carr denied any connection with the arson.
Witnesses have said that
they saw Carr enter Thompson House, an AU art
department annex, shortly
before a 15,000 fire broke out
Nov. 4, police said. Carr is
charged specifically with
setting the Thompson House
fire, policd said.
Officers said that they
believed keys were used to
enter the buildings where the
fires occurred because they

All Students Who Are
Interested
In Participating In The

could find no evidence of
forced entry.
Carr told police he chased
the arson suspect across
campus after the Thompson
House fire started, but lost
him.
Carr has completed more
than half of the courses
required for a bachelor's
degree in the school's law
enforcement studies orogram
the university said.

International Red Cross, the
United States and India offered relief aid.
Many islands and coastal
districts were still cut off by
high water.
A rescue official who flew
to the delta area reported
seeing at least 3.000 bodies in
graves 100 to 150 in each
grave."
One ship that may have
gone down in the storm was
the 5,500 ton Mahajagmitra,
an Indian freighter that was
en route from Calcutta to
Kuwait with 49 men aboard.

Anybody who didn't know
who Tom Rush was and cared
enough to find out got an
earful of good sound Saturday
night.
Tom Rush's music is a
heavy mixture of many different styles. He can be as
gentle as Joni Mitchell's "The
Urge for Going." He can be as
raucious as a street-singer in a
little ditty caUed "Scoop for
You." And he can be really
hokey with an old Roy Roger's
tune. "Cool, Clear Water."
Rush came on stage with
two back-up musicians,
Trevor Veech and James
Rolaston on rhythm and bass.
Rush himself played an
amplified folk guitar.
Trouble with the sound
system threatened the concert
for awhile, but Rush handled
all repair pauses with finesse.
Each song was preceded by an
introduction and Rush related
a few amusing stories to
successfully create a good
rapport with the audience.
Rush's first two numbers
were peppy tunes titled
"These Days" and "Good
I/wing." "Colors in the Sun,"
by Jackson Brown, slowed the
pace.
Then the audience was
treated to a rendition of James
Taylor's lullabye "Sweet
Baby James." "If 1 Ask You
Politely" was an interesting
four-verse piece by Ray
O'Sullivan.
Rush introduced the next
number with "It's oldy but
stupid time.
Cool Clear
Water' is just awful," he said,

"but a good song none the
less." Rush and his musicians
seemed to have a good time
putting such a song over on the
receptive audience.
The soft Joni Mitchell song,
"The Urge for Going" drew a
few tears from some of the
more sentimental listeners as
Rush handled his version well.
"Scoop for You" was introduced with a little story
about a steam-shoveling
strike-breaker in Bowling
Green. Rush played with this
song, too, and urged the
audience to take it anyway

A small contingent of
Green Berets, staying behind

under direct control of the
U.S. Command, will work as
advisers to South Vietnamese
special forces.
This contingent will apparently include those Joint U.S.-South
Vietnamese teams which
conduct dandestine reconnaissance operations along
the Ho Chi Minh trail as well
as in South Vietnam.
Army
officials
in
Washington said they expect
the Green Berets force of 9,000

ban on birth control
ROME (API-Pope Paul VI aiding the poor, and issued
firmly restated yesterday the another call for Communist
Roman Catholic Church's China's entry in the United
absolute ban on artificial Nations.
Speaking of poverty, he
contraception.
But he called for social said: "...There is a great
progress which he said could temptation to use one's
lead to "rational control of authority to diminish the
birth" by couples exercising number of guests rather than
to multiply the breat this is to
free choice.
In a hard-hitting speech to be shared."
He said he was aware of
the U. N. Food and
Agriculture Organization opinions in international
(FAO) here, the Pope also organizations, including FAO.
deplored
racism, "which extol planned birth
"exaggerated nationalism. . control which, it is believed,
.the lust for unlimited power, will bring a radical solution to
the unbridled thirst for the problems of developing
countries."
domination."
FAO officials appraised the
He also warned against an
"ecological catastrophe," pontiff's speech as an afcalled on rich countries to firmation of what they called
divert spending from arms to the chief issue dividing the
Vatican and the U.N. agency:-birth control means rather
than an attempt to influence

men to lose a third of its
strength by the end of 1971.
The future of the 5th Group
itself is still under study,
sources said, but
will
probably return to its home
base at Ft. Bragg, N.C.
The primary mission in
Vietnam has been to advise
Vietnamese forces In the
operation of a series of camps
manned by civilian irregular
defense group-CIDGmercenaries.

Ky claims U.S. presence
in Vietnam to end shortly
WEST POINT, N. Y. (AP)Vice President Nguyen Cao
Ky of South Vietnam
predicted yesterday that the
United States' role in his
country would be over "very
soon."
Ky spoke briefly with
newsmen at the beginning of a
one day visit to the U.S.
Military Academy here.
"I am personally very
happy with • the Vietnamization"- program of
president Nixon, he said in a
response to newsmen's
questions.
Ky said the United States'
involvement in his country is
"not quite over," but he added: "Your role will be over
very soon."
He did not elaborate.
Ky explained that all his
country wanted was to have
the United States "help us"
with the war until the South
Vietnamese could "take over
by ourselves." Kv promised

Careers in Psychology
and
Information Night
Wednesday November 18
7-9 pm 108 Psyche Bldg.

that he would answer more
questions after meeting with
Nixon during his 17-day visit
to the U.S.
Ky was expected to tour a
number of U.S. military installations where South
Vietnamese soldiers are
training
A West Point
spokesman said that one South
Vietnamese is in the
academy's class of 1974.
After lunch in the cadet
mess hall, Ky was schedule to
leave West Point at 1 p.m. for
Stewart Field for a flight to
Newport, R.I., where he will
visit the naval base.
Ky spoke to cadets for
about an hour in Thayer Hall,
but the talk was closed to

newmen.
However, later cadets who
did not wish to be identified
said the vice president
"reviewed the last seven
years in Vietnam."
Ky flew in from Paris
Sunday night, landing at a
remote Kennedy Airport
terminal
under
heavy
security. On the other side of
the terminal, a small group of
antiwar
demonstrators
marched in pouring rain.
Hatless and weraring a
brown leather jacket, Ky told
waiting newsmen his visit was
"in behalf of the people of
Vietnam to express our
gratitude to the American
people."

Majors aid Miiors l.vited

FAO.
FAO publicly support*
artificial means, the Pope
only natural means, the rhythm
method.
The Pope's call for
technological and social
progress appeared to reaffirm
his urging to scientists in his
birth control encyclincal,
"Humanae Vitae," to develop
a birth control method of
which the Church could approve.
The Pope spoke on the
occasion of the 25th anniversary of the Rome-based
FAO, the U.N.'s largest
specialized agency.
In a new papal theme, he
pleaded for steps to curb
pollution of "the air we
breathe, the water we drink"
and for the prevention of a
"veritable ecological
catastrophe."

Five locals okay GM contract;
majority needed for ratification
DETROIT (AP) - The first
five local unions to vote on
ratification of the new
national contract between
General Motors Corp. and the
still striking United Auto
Workers have approved it.
GM estimates the contract
will raise the yearly wages of
auto workers to $12,000 and to
$13,000 by the end of its third
and final year.
A majority of both skilled
and production workers,
voting separately is necessary
for ratification and coverage
of GM's 394,000 hourly rated
employes in the United States.
If ratified, it becomes
effective next Monday. It will
expire at midnight Sept. 14,

1973. It already bears approval of the union's 15member International
Executive Board and its 350member GM Council.
Ratification will not
necessarily signal GM's
return to production and an
end to the strike.
Local unions without atthe-plant
working
agreements, which supplement the national contract,
are authroized to continue on
strike in support of local-level
demands.
Ninety-three
of
155
separate GM-UAW bargaining
units in the United States have
reached at-the-plant
agreement and six of seven
in Candaa.

OFFICIAL
RING DAY

- FEATURING Char Broiled Steaks and
Chops
Full Course Family
Dinner
12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES * WAFFLES
Open Tuei. thru Sat.
7:30.
Sundays 7:30 • 7:00

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

Date.
Time.

NOV. 17
10-3
in the

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

Consumer Report Committee
Please Call Jim Oamicone
At 372-3047 Or 372-4147.

McLocklin, "The Child's
Song."
Murray, a Canadian-born
artist, travels with Rush. He
opened the show with "Try a
Little Peace." His set primed
the audience for a good concert. "Honky Red," a rouser
written by himself, was
perhaps the capper for his set.
All in all. the UAO
managed to produce a very
fine concert at a reasonable
price. For Rush fans and
curiosity-seekers alike, it was
a good time.

Pope Paul reaffirms

U.S. orders Green Berets
to withdraw from combat
SI AGON (AP) - The 5th
Special Forces Group, which
commands all Green Beret
units in Vietnam, will be withdrawn from combat soon. The
U.S. Command declines
comment, but sources both in
and out of Special Forces
confirm that the group will be
withdrawn by the end of the
year.

they wanted.
Another James Taylor
song, "Sunshine, Sunshine",
showed Rush's ability to move
from one style to another with
ease.
Rush finished up the set
with "Who Do You l.ove?" It
was here that Rush's fantastic
vocal range was evident. He
can jump from a falsetto to a
very deep bass with seemingly
little effort.
The audience's applause
brought Rush back to the
stage, alone, to do a tender
number written by Murray

4tt EAST WOOSTER
CLOSED MONDAYS
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The final chapter
to nightmare era

followmg through

Close to home*
By Denny White
Sports Editor

By Cralg Ammerman
Associated Press Writer

As you probably have reflected already, this football team
tragedy hit closer to home.
Obviously, I'm not talking about the geographic distance
from our campus, but about a University that has been on our
football schedule annually since 1954.
The Thundering Herd team, coaches, managers,
cheerleaders, trainers, press and some fans were here only 17
days ago. It was the Dad's Day game on chilly Halloween day,
which turned out to be one of the most exciting games ever
played on Perry Field, decided on Stu Shes Una's 38 yard field
goal.
That trip and the ones to Toledo (TU) and Cincinnati
(Xavier) were taken by bus; the fateful one to Greenville, N.C.
(East Carolina U) over the weekend was taken by plane.
The initial destination was reached safely and Marshall's 1714 loss was recorded in sports pages across the country, but the
return flight was disastrous and the accounts drowned front
pages across the country.
Ohio University was to be the final 1970 opponent but that
scheduled bus trip to Athens this Saturday, of course, will not be
made. Its too early to tell what will come of the Oct. 30 football
date Bowling Green has with Marshall next season at Hunting ton.
The last time the P'alcon football squad was there, Marshall
gained widespread publicity for beating BG because it snapped
a 27 consecutive game losing streak. Naturally, negative
publicity often accompanied their football program, but that
victory sparked them and carried over to this fall when they
were respectable even in losing six times.
"The mention of Marshall in football circles was always good
for a laugh."-Gary Davis, BG News, Nov. 4,1969.
The former News' sports editor wrote this after Marshall had
gotten the last laugh in upsetting BG last year, and needless to
say, nobody is laughing now.

Intramural notes
Andy Tanen and Russ
Haber are the 1970 AllCampus tennis doubles title
winners. They defeated the
Kappa Sigma entry in the final
match to win 10-7.
The All-Campus soccer
crown was won by the booters
from Beta Theta Pi as they
stopped the Anderson Wolves
4-3 in the finals. The Wolves,
composed largely of international students, were the
defending champions from
last year. The Beta's made
the finals by defeating Sigma
Chi in the fraternity final.
Sigma Phi Epsilon won a
sudden death overtime game
over Kappa Sigma to take the
fraternity "A" football tiUe.
Dave O'Brien scored the
winning touchdown on a 35yard run on the 30th play of the
overtime. Alpha Sigma Phi
won the "B" crown with a 19-6
win over Sigma Chi.

The independent football
championship was won by
Jolly Rogers of Anderson Hall.
The Jollies dumped the Irish
14-13 behind the pinpoint
passing of Tony Gabriel to
take the title. The victory was
the reverse of last year's
independent final.
Jolly
Hodgers met Sigma Phi
Epsilon last night to determine the All-Campus football
champion.
The Jolly Rogers defeated
the Sig' Eps last night in
sudden death overtime for the
all-campus championship.
The score was tied 15-15 at the
end of regulation play.
Entriei are now available
for the All-Campus 3-man
basketball and coed volleyball
tournaments.
The entries are due
Tuesday, November 24. Play
begins November 30.

OHIO STATE'S Mike Sensibaugh is about
to find out what it's like to eat a pigskin.
Rick Tekavec of Purdue blocked this punt
attempt in the fourth period of last
Saturday's Big Ten clash. Ohio State
won, 10-7.

Improving icors
face a challenge
By Jack Carle
Sports Writer

Western Ontario was
rugged, but the going should
get even rougher in a hurry,
with this weekend's set
against Waterloo Lutheran,
here. The hockey team (1-1)
then hits Potsdam, N.Y. to
celebrate Thanksgiving on the
ice in the prestigious Clarkson
tournament.
St. tawrence and New
Hampshire complete the
tourney foursome, and the
host Clarkson club, second
ranked in the nation last year,
visit BG for a January
weekend series.
The icer.s also travel to
other top-ranked team's home
ice during the season, including St. Louse University,
Michigan State, take Superior
State and Boston University.
Besides the visits to
nationally
ranked
powerhouses, the Falcons also
have an active home schedule
with 14 more games on tap.
"We have a great
challenge ahead of us for the
season," said coach Jack
Vivian, "However, we have

The people who take
a load offyour stomach
now take
a load offyour feet.

had great response from the
players. They are in better
shape right now than the team
was at mid-season last year."
Besides getting a tough
schedule for the year, Vivian
has gone out and recruited
some freshmen and transferred students for more
depth on the team and to increase the scoring punch of
the squad.
"We have a lot cut out for
us this season with a freshman, sophomore and junior
team but we have more
leadership than last year and
these kids nave gone out and
done everything we have
asked them to do," said
Vivian.
Vivian indicated that he is
taking the games one at a time
and to win over 20 games
would be a successful season.
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Alka-Seltzer'always helped brine you fast
i-liit from too much to cat or drink. Now
Alka-Seltzer helps bring you fast relief for
tired feet. Just send us 13.00.That's all. And
we'll tend you an inflatable hassock made of
leavy-dury wipe-clean blue and white
vinyl. In the shape of an Alka-Seltzer tablet.
Let your tired, aching feet sink into
its soft folds. Use it for a back rest.
A wobbly volley ball. A pop sculpture,
one-third of a couch.
We weren't happy just to help
"ieve your upset stomach; heartburn; acid indigestion; headache;
sore, stiff, aching muscles and
discomforts due to too much
to eat or drink.
Now we can help your feet get
back on their feet again.
I Mease send mc
! itU.OOeach.
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Sink, third place

By Dan Casseday
Sports Writer

Bowling Green's harriers
were out to get Western
Michigan for upsetting them
in the MAC Championships,
but no one came close to the
Broncos Saturday as they ran
away from the field to capture
the Central Collegiates at
Carbondale, Illinois.
It was no contest as
Western totaled 32 points to
outdistance the 87 points
amassed by second place
Bowling Green. Cincinnati,
Miami, and Ohio University
rounded out the first five of the
twelve schools that scored in
the meet.
"There was nobody to
break them up," summized
coach Mel Brodt. "Our first
three ran well. Our back four
men were together but they
were too far back."
Sid Sink, Tracy Elliott, and
Steve Danforth were in the top
eleven for the Falcons but the
rest of the squad finished back
in the thirties. Sink was third
in the meet, Elliott was eighth
and Danforth placed eleventh.
Bob McOmber's finish of 32nd
and Craig MacDonald's 33rd
gave the Falcons their total of

not entirely indicative of the
team's performance.
Two losses came by two
points. Another by a touchdown. A last-second field goal
attempt, which would have
won one of those games,
skimmed the under side of the
crossbar.
Tolley held to his commitment to rebuild Marshall's
football program. The 30year-old personable coach
beefed up his staff and
launched an even more intense recruiting program this
faU.
He received help from
concerned citiiens who,
raised 1150.000 for scholarships.
The West Virginia
Legislature gave him 11
million for an artificial
playing surface, 7,008 additional seats and new
dressing rooms.
"We've begun to turn our
program around," Tolley said
two weeks ago.
"We're
heading in the right direction."
Now all must be begun
anew.

against Miami in their last game of the
year last Friday at Doyt Perry Field was
typical of the high-scoring frosh squad.

87 points.
Western Michigan's top
five finished in the first IS.
Jerry Liebenberg of the
Broncos was the first man
across the finish line in the
meet as he out kicked Bob
Bertelson of Ohio.
Gary
Harris (fourth) and Steve
Mint/1 (fifth) were right
behind Sink to virtually wrap
up the meet at that point.
"We were happy to be 'up'
as a team (after the MAC) and
finish no worse than second,"
admitted coach Brodt.
The problem that's been
bothering the team since Dave
Wottle's injury has been to
find a strong seventh man,
which is necessary to push up
the scores of the other teams.
Craig MacDonald has won the
sixth spot on the squad for his
good showings at the league
meet and the Central
Collegiates.
"Rick Schnittker, Jim
Ferstle, and Dave Olson will
run a four and three quarter
mile race at Riverby this week
to determine who runs at the
NCAA Monday," stated Brodt.
That will be the only
"meet" this week before the
Nationals and U.S. Track and
Field Federation meet wrap
up the season next week.

Alka-Siiizcr"Hassocks i

Add UMC lax where applicable.)
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1. W. Mich. 32
1. Bowling Green 87
3. Cincinnati 95
4. Miami 109
5. Ohio Univ. 126
6. S. Illinois 144
7. Notre Dame 155
1 HI. State 188
9. Air Force 1M
10. N. Illinois 297
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A SILHOUETTE EFFECT on the
scoreboard is produced by the sky, as
darkness marks the end of an undefeated
freshman football season. The final score

on one year's probation.
Tolley was named interim
head coach three days before
fall practice started.
ToUey had a limited staff,
and fewer than 40 players
reported when drills opened.
Less than 10 freshmen had
been signed to grants-tn-aid.
Marshall's winless string
soon extended to 27 games,
and the Thundering Herd
meekly edged within one
game of setting a national
standard for major colleges.
Then a Renaissance began
to take hold.
Behind
scrambling
quarterback Ted Shoebridge,
Marshall rallied to win three
of its four remaining games.
Shoebridge, a sophomore,
established a handful of school
records and ignited boosters'
hopes for better days.
Tolley launched a heavy
recruiting program and
produced good
results.
During fall practice, he flatly
predicted a winning season.
Saturday's loss to East
Carolina left Marshall M on
the year, but the record was
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HUNTINGTON W. VA.
AP) - An end of a hard-luck
era bom out of scandal, losing
streaks, probations, coach
dismissals and conference
rejection had appeared on the
horizon this year for the
Marshall University's football
team.
With help from concerned
citizens, the West Virginia
Legislature and a "gritty
bunch of boys," Marshall's
beleaguered football program
showed signs of coming alive.
There was hope that a team
which had suffered a near alltime losing streak the past two
years could bounce back and
become a winner.
That hope crashed here
Saturday
night with the
chartered airliner that carried
to their deaths most of the
school's football squad and
coaching staff.
When the DC9 Jet smashed
into a hillside and burned,
killing all 75 persons aboard,
the final chapter was written

to a nightmarish era of
football competition at
Marshall.
Dead are head Coach Rick
Tolley, five of his assistants,
Athletic Director Charles
Kautz and Sports Information
Director Gene Morehouse.
Dead too, are 38 football
players who had suffered
through some of the chapters
of adversity.
Last fall, any hopes for
football future at Marshall
looked bleak. The school had
not won in 21 straight contests.
An investigation had
documented charges of a
recruiting scandal and the
head basketball and football
coaches were reassigned in
the wake.
An assistant
football coach was fired. The
athletic director resigned.
The Mid-American Conference suspended Marshall
for
the
recruiting
irregularities and for what it
termed, "woefully inadequate
facilities." The National
Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) placed
the school's football program
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Bob Bertelson, 2nd place

Individual Finish
1. Liebenber (WM)
2. Bertelsen (OU)
3. Sink (BG)
4. Harris (WM)
5. Sttntzi (WM)
6. Bayham (Mia)
7. Bennett (WM)
8. Elliott (BG)
9. Craig (SHI)
10. SUpelton (On)

BEADS DANGLING and eyes shielded
by horn-rimmed glasses. Western's
Jerome Liebenberg strides swiftly for the
finish line, which he reached first at last
Saturday's Central Collegiate meet.
Liebenberg, Bob Bertelson and Sid Sink
seem to be taking turns at winning and
with the Nationals around the bend, if*
Sid's turn.

